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organizations. Dan was the lead developer of GBMP’s highly regarded Lean Healthcare Certificate Course. This 
comprehensive program was the first of its kind in healthcare. Dan has been the lead faculty on programs taught at more 
than 40 hospitals, medical clinics and nursing homes. More than 1000 students have gone through the program, including 
sr. management, managers, front line supervisors, clinicians, and staff.  Over the years, Dan has been an inspiring and  
informative speaker at many regional, national and international conferences.  Prior to becoming the Director of
Consulting Services, Dan was a Continuous Improvement Manager at GBMP for 14 years where his focus was primarily 
in manufacturing and healthcare. 

Dan was the Director of Operations at United Electric Controls Company, where he was a recipient of the Shingo Prize 
for Operational Excellence in 1990. Mr. Fleming holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Electrical Engineering from Northeastern 
University.

Find the perfect speaker for your next event with H Speakers, an initiative from the 
Massachusetts Health and Hospital Association.

Daniel J. Fleming
Focus:
SME Lean Silver Knowledge Certified | Certified Shingo Institute Facilitator | 
Lean in Healthcare | Lean Daily Management System | Lean Healthcare 
Certificate Course

Education:
BSET, Electrical Engineering Technologies - Northeastern University

To book Dan Fleming or for more information on finding the right speaker for your event please
contact us on our website at www.hspeakers.com or call us at 857.770.1281.

Background:
Daniel J. Fleming is GBMP’s Director of Consulting Services & a Certified 
Shingo Institute Workshop Facilitator. He brings many years of experience 
to GBMP. He has over 30 years of experience in operations and 
engineering. Dan has over 25 years of hands on experience learning, 
leading and teaching the principles and tools of continuous improvement. 
He is a passionate teacher and management coach. Trained directly by 
Toyota, Dan has worked with hundreds of manufacturing and healthcare 


